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clamping strip, a oontrol point map and a special operating 
cycle. The extended software includes a method for establi
shing t by meaDS of the rectifier itself, the input data re
quired for photographic transformation. An automatic vani
shing point control facility can be switched on separately, 
whick reduces rectification by control points to three de
grass of freedom. 
The new features of the eM do not restriot its general appli
eability as known from the RECTIMAT C, and there is no change 
in outer dimensions, weight, operating oonditions and olima .... 
tic requirements. 

OPERATING PROGRAMS 
The RECTlMAT eM is furnished with eight operating programs, 
a memory program and two calibration programs. These programs 
facilitate the operator-maohine aealogue and ensure automa
tic operating cycles and precise positioning of the various 
movable components. The following operating modes are possible: 

- Rectification by control points (MAN1) 
ctification with automatic Vanishing point control (MAE2) 

- Rectification DY input of rectification elements (AUT1) 
.... Determination of rectification data from known map control 

point coordinates and measured coardinates of the respec
tive control poinis in the photograph (AUT2) 
(AUT2 with additional AUT1 is the so-called "automatic 
rectification") 

- Blaek and white exposure (EXP1) 
- Exposure in colours (EXP2) 

.... Multispectral exposu·re, up to .3 photographs (EXP2/MSP) 

- Calibration program/normal pho~ooarrier (ZERO) 

- Calibration program/multispeotral photooarrier (ZERO/MSP) 
- storage of aotual settings Gf ihe device (Dil) 

The depressing of the respective button (for ZERO/MSP and 
EXP2/MSP two buttons) selects tbe operating program. After 
the input of the necessary data and the other possible selec
tions (i.e. pro"tectivefiliier) the computer controlled process 
at with depressing the bu-tton "STARTu. A oomfortable and 
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rational mode of operation is provided by blocking those 
buttons and parts of the panel not necessary in the selec
ted program. 

:MAN 1 

Depressing button MAN 1 on the stationary control panel se-
lects the classical rect cation procedure with five inde-
pendent degrees of freedom. The various operating controls 
are grouped on a small hand-held control box, which during 
the rectification process proper may be placed on the pro-
je ion easel beside the point sheet. The control 
buttons effect both coarse highly iva adjustments 
of the various degrees freedom by means of the RECTlMATls 
central computer and a 16-step time-an,d-speed control system. 
The computer caloulates the formulas the projection mo-
del, controls the independent variables and displays the 
selected settings simultanoualy. 

MAN 2 

In this mode the buttons for manual shifting of the princi
pal point on the hand-held control box are blocked, and 
principal point control au$omatically. With the 
instrument switched on and program MAN 2 selected, the soft~ 
ware invariagly sets fa = fa (rectification fooal length 
equal to camera fooal length). It is necessary for the ope
rator to key in the focal length of the camera used, so that 
the system can compute shift. This focal 
length will remain stored until a new focal-length-
input or the swit 

AUT 1 

The operating variables for all fi.e degrees of freedom are 
entered at the control panel. They are then set automatically 
through the moior drives 1 • Together 
with the photograph to be re ified, operator requires 
the input values by preprocessing. 
Every photograph to be on photo by 

means of the centring accessory supplied with the instrument. 



AUT 2 
For this operation it is also necessary to centre the pho
tograph on the photoearrier. 
Upon selection and start of this program the instrument is 
automatically levelled and set to a 5 x magnification. Af
ter this the control point coordinates at the respective 
map scale are entered (six digits before and three digits 
after the decimal point, in mIn, state uInP"). Where six di
gits 10 not suffice. the differences between map coordina
tes must be formed. 
The four control points having been entered, the display 
reads "Seale". Then the operator actuates the ex and ey 
buttons to effect the oomcidence 'between the control points 
in the photograph and the respective quadrant markings on 
the e6se1. The measurement being concluded, automatic com
putation and then automatic positioning by mesne of AUT 1 
will follow. 

EXP 1 
Rectification proper being completed this program can auto
matically control exposure time, f-stop and shutter release 
for black & white exposure. Exposure time is variable bet
ween 0,3 a and 999.9 s. A light protective filter is pla
ced back in position at the end of the exposure. An exposure 
time once selected will remain Bet until the machine is shut 
down or a new exposure time is entered. 

EXP 2 
Analogous to EXP 1, this program controls exposure time, 
filters and i-stopa. 
It operates with three expo8~re channels, each being perma
nently assigned 8 colour filter while tbe respective expo
sure time is variable betwe.n 0tJ a and 999_9 s per channel. 

The sequence of the channels (filters) is blue - green -
red. Exposure timing, shutter operation and fil tar change, 
are automatic. 
!his program is primarily intended for printing on colour 
positive or colour negative material.s. As reported in. ref. 
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(1) it is also used for producing additive colour composi
tes from large-size multispectral photography. 

EXP2/MSP 
The EXP2jMSP program controls the filters, principal point 
shift, correct ahutter release and illumination provided 
that the ZERO/MSP program ran and so the correct constants 
for the computation of the model are transferred. 
Exposure time and filternumber for each MSP ohannel have to 
be entered by an operato~omputer dialogue. Then the indivi
dual photos of the multispectral set are centred on the spe
cial photooarrier and the latter inserted in the maohine. 
If dats of a previot.1s rectification are to be considered, 
they must be transferred by means of the MEllI program and 
set by means of AUT 1. 
After the room light has been awitohed off and the photo
paper laid on the easel, the program can be started. The 
further operations will be performed automatically. By 
suitable oombinations of filters and exposure times, real
and falae-colour composites can be produoed. 

MEM (Memory program) 
This program is used jointly with AU:f 1. Upon depressing 
theMEM button, the current statuses of all :five degrees 
of freedom are read into a memory. If a different state has 
been Bet in between by means of MAN 1 or MAN 2, return to 
the original status is possible by depreSSing AUT 1 and 
START. The settings stored with MEM remain in the memory 
until the machine is switched off or until settings are 
ohanged if AUT 1 seleoted. 

ZERO (normal photooarrier) and ZERO/MSP (multispectral) 
All settin.gs in the RECTIMA~ OM are performed by mesas of 
motors and incremental encoders, whioh generate an additio
nal zero pulse at every revolution. The ZERO program causes 
al~ setting elements to adopt a defined initial position, 
with the zero pulse of the respective coordinate serving as 
a datum. With the program completed, all tilts are zero, 
the principal point is on the optical axis t and magnifioa-
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t with the 150 mm lens 3X. Thus the ent system is 
calibrated and ready for all further programs. The ZERO pro

oompulsory after every switching on of the machine; 
calibration is maintained until sbut-down or starting 

ZERO/MSP for multispeotral performance. 

PRODUCTION OF ADDITIVE COLOUR COMPOSITES WITH THE MSP PROGRAM 
production of addit oolour composite images from 

MKF-6 and MSK-4 photographs, the machine outfit includes a 
seoond photo , the marker plate of which is provided 

sele ad reaeau marks of the respective oameras, with 
............... "' ... the photos of a multispeotral set are to be aligned. 

For that purpose the outfit includes a special aligning 
microscope and a transillumination box. Insertion of the 

the machine completes the pre para-
t lamp run maximum brightness, it produces 
a colour temperature of 3.200 K. Accordingly, the initial 
filtering and aining exposure time ratio for most 
applications is 
blue .. green .. 

<I> .. 
1 .. 2 : 3 .. 

depending on the desired 
effect. 

Registration accuracy is around 0;1 mDl, which in oolour com
posites of this size and magnification still renders a bril

overall impression. 

PRODUOTION OF ADDITIVE COLOUR COMPOSITES FROM.L~GE-F0RMAT 

suit making colour com-
posites from pbotogra recorded scanner and 

mult photography. According to (1), the 
technique may also be for amall-format multiband pboto-
graphs, although with greater time consumption oompared to 
the lVISP 
The program used for t technique EXP 2 for general 
colour exposure. It also allows single photo exposure through 
a colour er the exposure time of the unused channels 

s at t = The , described in detail in ref. 
(1), consists placing photos in the image 
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plane suocessively and exposing them one after the other 
through different colour filters. Colour mixing is effected 
in the projection plane. Geometrieal correlation is by a 
control map, which is positioned by means of a clamp strip 
alternatingly with the colour photopaper, which is exposed 
repeatedly. The control map is, preferably, a laminated 
papermetal foil with control points or reseau marks mapped 
at the desired imaging scale. 
The accuracy of registration between the individual exposu
res essentially depends on bow accurately the original pho
tos are aligned. If a 10X magnifier is used, the reseau 
mark can be set within 0,1 mm of the fitting cross. This 
method has the advantage that its registration accuracy is 
largely independent of magnification, due to each channel 
being correlated with a control map. 

(1J Rulf, J., Kuhne, Ch. and Rank, H.: 
Production of adaitive colour composites with the recti
fier RECTlMAT C. Jens Review 32 (1987) 4, pp. 1-7 - 174 

C2J Spata, P. and Koch, H.: 
RECTlMAT C - a rectifier of the new generation from JeBs. 
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[3J Zahn, H.: 
Software for the computer-controlled RECTIMAT C rectifier. 
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